Flightlike CalDigi
Some History
The old version of
CalDigi digitised the
data using parameters
stored in xmlGeoDbs.

All channels have the same zero suppression threshold and pedestal width.
Noise sigma is set to 2000 electrons (0.4 MeV), zero suppression threshold is 2 MeV (5 sigma).

Threshold lowered to 1 MeV
Threshold now 2.5 sigma, many more noise hits.

New Caldigi
CalDigi was rewritten and can now make digi's using real calibration files.
Also has an ideal mode, which does not require access to the calibration
database.
Ideal mode – treat all xtals the same using parameters based on “real”
calibrations.

Ideal Mode Digitization

Zero suppression threshold is at 1.29 MeV.
The noise (relative to the old Caldigi) has been reduced to 6 ADC
counts (0.18 MeV), consistent with what is measured on the ground (but
see next slides). This is not expected to be representative of what we will
see in orbit.

Using the calibrations
Can also use the calibration constants to generate the digis.
Currently points to $LATCalibRoot/CAL/16Towers/peds6grid_v0.xml for pedestal
values and widths.
- Pedestal width is 7-8 ADC counts for the 6 towers.
- Pedestal width is 5.5-6 ADC counts for the other 10 towers (from the preship
calibration).
(why are they different?)
$LATCalibRoot/CAL/16Towers/16TowerFakeTholdCI.xml for thresholds (prod).
- LAC thresholds are all the same and are set to 30 ADC counts (~0.9 MeV).
There is also a dev thresholds calibration for the 4 tower configuration which has
variable LAC thresholds.

Some plots
Distribution of pedestal widths from
4 towers. 7.5 counts*0.03 =~0.23MeV
This is larger than the “average” value
used in ideal mode calibrations.

Distribution of LAC thresholds
from 4 tower calibration file.

The LAC threshold is at around 5 sigma with this configuration. However
it is important to note that the pedestal widths are much smaller than we
expect to see in orbit.

What to do
Ideal flight mode:
With the rewrite of CalDigi, the pedestal width was reduced from 0.4 to
0.18 MeV for ideal mode digitization. 0.18 MeV, while reasonable for
data taking on the ground, is not representative of what we will see on orbit.
Sasha and Neil suggest that the value will need to be a factor of 2-3 higher.
- The noise for ideal flight mode should probably be put back to 0.4 MeV
or even higher. How can we estimate what the noise level should be?
- Increasing the noise will (obviously) increase the number of noise hits,
so should possibly also increase the LAC threshold (to 2 MeV?). How
many noise hits/event can we tolerate (i.e. where should we set the
threshold)?

Using Calibration Constants
It would be better to use the full capabilities of the new CalDigi and
perform the digitisation on an xtal by xtal basis.
- Allow for variable LAC thresholds and noise levels.
We would need to come up with a distribution of LAC thresholds
consistent with a 2 MeV setting and a distribution of flight like noise
levels and create a set of “fake” flightlike calibration files.

Summary
At the moment none of the CalDigi methods produce flight like Cal data.
- Ideal flight mode (treating all xtals in the same way) has noise values
set too low.
- 16 Tower calibration files can also be used, but again, the noise is too
low and LAC threshold is also set too low (at 0.9 MeV).
Suggest that we 1) increase the noise in ideal flight mode.
2) generate a set of “fake” flightlike calibration files.
How do we decide on (and justify) a choice of flightlike noise level?

